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chapter 3
Metamorphosis of Man
S
O the child Edward Albert passed on through boyhood,
and  approached   that  peculiar reconstruction  in  the
human life-cycle known as adolescence.
" Peculiar ", like every other word in this conscientious
narrative, is written with deliberation. It is a metamorphosis.
The change is indeed not so wide as it is between tadpole
and frog, but it is much more marked in man, my zoologist
friends tell me, than in most others of the land animals
about us. Your cat, for example, does not undergo anything
like the same transformation. It does not suddenly grow
hair in unexpected places, change its miaow to a leonine
roar, lose its teeth, and get a new set, become spotty and
gawky with chemical and nervous uncertainty. Your kitten
grows into a cat, "but gradually and gracefully, it is a specia-
lised and completed creature from the moment it opens its
eyes on the world, and it has no metamorphosis at all. The
human animal has, and Edward Albert, following the la\v
of our species, metamorphosed.
Perhaps it is a new idea to you that man undergoes a
^metamorphosis much more after the fashion of a frog than
do most other land animals.    But it, is not my fault that
you do not know that.   I have done my feeble utmost to help
in saving you and our world from the dismal mess of anti-
quated misconception and misrepresentation, self-satisfaction
and blank ignorance in which we wallow so tragically to-day.
I have fought the academic classical tradition tooth and nail.
If the idea of a metamorphosis is a new one to you, you have
only those wretched impostors who pretended to educate
you to blame.   If you find anything perplexing and unusual
in what is written here, here and in the first Chapter of Book
the Third, ahead of you, it is due to their default.   A few of
is who^have had the good fortune to get some real education
xave tried to supplement your possible deficiencies We made,

